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                    Products

                    Quality materials, attention to details, Italian design and functionality find expression in unique shapes of our products 100% made in Italy. Tables, chairs, beds, sideboards, bookshelves, lighting and more other accessories to complete your home.

                    DISCOVER THE COLLECTION [image: ]

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    Catalog

                    Browse our digital catalogue and get inspired by the harmonious settings that convey the eclectic Cattelan Italia style.
You will find our modern design furniture, our sophisticated finishes and exquisite covers, as well as many interior design ideas to express your refined personal taste.

                    BROWSE THE CATALOGUES  [image: ]

                

            

            
                                
                    

                
            

        

    


    
                
            
                

            

            
                
                    News 2024

                    Stay updated on the Cattelan Italia world. Discover the new collections, international fairs and events not to be missed.

                    READ OUR LATEST NEWS  [image: ]
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                            SKORPIO

                            
                                The Skorpio model launched a new concept of design dining room table, becoming an icon of the modern living room. This product is constantly evolving, the wide design tables range has been expanded to reach 9 versions.

A range extension that expresses the creative force of the Skorpio collection with a contemporary design that in addition to the glass top now also boasts the Wood variants with a wooden top, Keramik with a ceramic top and its variations with a thick hand-brushed Keramik Premium edge or with a wooden top and Ker-Wood Round ceramic insert.All of the above finishes are also available in the Round variant, which are attractive round designer tables.

For those who want a table with a strong decorative value, there is also the Skorpio CrystalArt model, with a glass top and artistic print in different colours.
The result is a harmonious geometry of light trails and magical origami.
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                            SKORPIO Keramik

                            
                                The Skorpio model launched a new concept of design dining room table, becoming an icon of the modern living room. This product is constantly evolving, the wide design tables range has been expanded to reach 9 versions.

A range extension that expresses the creative force of the Skorpio collection with a contemporary design that in addition to the glass top now also boasts the Wood variants with a wooden top, Keramik with a ceramic top and its variations with a thick hand-brushed Keramik Premium edge or with a wooden top and Ker-Wood Round ceramic insert.All of the above finishes are also available in the Round variant, which are attractive round designer tables.

For those who want a table with a strong decorative value, there is also the Skorpio CrystalArt model, with a glass top and artistic print in different colours.
The result is a harmonious geometry of light trails and magical origami.
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                            TYRON Wood

                            
                                Tyron is the family of design tables, conceived by Paolo Cattelan, which inaugurates a new vision of the modern living area. 
The plays of styles between the iconic base and the customisable table top makes each version an extraordinary piece of contemporary design. Wood, Keramik and Keramik Premium are the options for the modern living room  that pay tribute to the finest materials of Italian manufacture.
In addition, fine essences adorn the Masterwood top, a piece of woodworking unique on the market whose exclusive production technique makes every table a one-of-a-kind piece! For those devoted to conviviality, even in limited spaces, there are two extendable Drive versions available: one for the refined glass top, with decorative CrystalArt print in different colours, and the other for the Marmi Ceramic top, in several exclusive shades, to make each environment remarkable. The collection is completed by the Signature model, hand-decorated by an artisan collective. Each table is unique and irreplicable, just like a work of art.
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                            SCOTT Keramik

                            
                                With the Scott family of tables, Cattelan Italia's exploration of sculptural art continues. With each new collection, the shapes and materials on offer increasingly emphasise the artistic-decorative aspect of interior design. Taking inspiration from modern sculptural techniques and applying them to design, new bases are born for modern design tables such as the Scott family, all to be contemplated, just like a work of art.

The model has a central base, consisting of two curved and overlapping metal plates, as if to form the collar of a shirt. The optical effect is rigid, with well-defined edges that highlight the precision with which the proportions and curves of the two layers have been studied.

An exclusive finish is introduced for the base of this modern dining table, specially designed to enhance the Scott model. The Oxybrass oxidised brass finish is entirely hand-brushed and has an oxidising tinge that darkens towards the ground.

The family consists of two designer ceramic tables: the Scott Keramik and Scott Keramik Premium models. Both feature an elegant marble-effect ceramic top, available in a number of fascinating tones to suit a variety of tastes. The Premium model is further embellished with a thick free-hand edge in a Brushed finish.

Finally, for those who like to warm up a room with wooden furniture, there is the Scott Wood model in premium woods, whose edges are crafted with skill and a keen eye for details.
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                            ARCADIA

                            
                                The genuine comfort of a modern design chair is complemented with a timeless allure. Arcadia has a sophisticated/refined style: its elegant simplicity - combined with the refined workmanship of the wooden base - makes it an essential component for the living room area, both for residential projects and design workspaces. The structure made of high-quality solid wood and the refined range of finishes create multiple style combinations that are available in all versions, including the one with a high back, the kitchen stool and the Arcadia Couture model. The latter is made by a glam diamond-quilting on the backrest of the soft leather chair.
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                            RHONDA

                            
                                The rounded Rhonda armchair has a natural elegance that makes it perfect for furnishing a comfortable and welcoming design dining room. The soft folds that decorate the inside of the backrest contrast with the stretched frame that wraps around the body.
                                                                                                           This dining chair with armrests is available in different variants. The Rhonda model with metal legs is lighter and more manoeuvrable than the Rhonda Wood version, with legs made of charming, precious wood essences.

The Rhonda Cantilever model, on the other hand, features the typical cantilever structure of the cantilever chair line, made from a single steel bar. A more functional option, which is also fit for an office, is the Rhonda Turn version: a designer swivel chair with a four-spoke base.

Lastly, the Rhonda Lounge modern swiveling armchair completes the family. With its round seat and its swiveling base which lighten its generous figure.

In the lower part of the backrest on each model, the deep structure and the connection of the legs emphasise the gently enveloping curves of these elegant modern chairs. The Rhonda family is the perfect combination of elegance and practicality, expressiveness and discretion.
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                            CHELSEA

                            
                                The sculptural and geometrical Chelsea modern sideboard, designed by Alessio Bassan, integrates harmoniously into the living room style, both in residential and contract interior design projects. This minimalistic cabinet with an eclectic taste is enriched by fine details and exclusive finishes, such as the transparent glass top. Chelsea is equipped with fine shelves in transparent glass with the purpose of storing the most valuable and exquistite objects.
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                            COSMOS

                            
                                Cosmos is a majestic and unparalleled design mirror created by Lorenzo Remedi. Letting your imagination soar, it is much more than a modern round mirror. This captivating object is like an enchanted portal that extends the boundaries of the room to unknown worlds. 

Cosmos is made up of two distinct elements. The mirrored central portion with irregular contours seems to be designed freehand and instinctively, with the greatest naturalness; while the outer edge, positioned on an underlying level, is slightly concave. The surface does not reflect the environment sharply, but by exploiting the brightness of its surroundings it acts as a decorative frame with a liquid and changing optical effect.

The result is a modern mirror with a soft and fluid shape, which seems to want to envelop the room and subsume it.
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                            NELSON

                            
                                The Nelson designer bed, designed by Andrea Lucatello, seems to float in the air like an ancient sailing ship in the wind. It is a modern bed with a light shape formed by pure geometric volumes that completes the space with an eye-catching style. The unmistakable architectural structure exudes an exquisite wood fragrance and supports the maxi headboard, available in an extensive fabric and leather colour palette. The result is a refined designer double bed, perfectly combining aesthetic elegance and manufacture quality.
The Cattelan Italia collection of modern double beds has been created to furnish a modern bedroom with charming design pieces.
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                            JULIAN

                            
                                The set consisting of the Julian dresser and bedside tables allows you to daydream as soon as you cross the threshold of the sleeping area. The designers offer a refined composition of materials in which wood, ceramic and steel come together to create a unique design bedside table and a modern chest of drawers with an unforgettable allure.

The main body, made of precious wood, is supported by three metal legs with rounded edges.The special feature lies in the wraparound function of the steel legs that flank the chest all the way to the top, and which are to all intents and purposes a very present decorative element. At the base, a thin brass-coloured steel edge matches the decorative handle of the drawers, which contrasts with the dark background.

To give a further touch of class and prestige, the top is made of marble-effect ceramic, a material that has now become the stylistic hallmark and guarantee of authenticity of a Cattelan Italia product. By choosing from a range of sensational shades, you can customise your modern bedside table and dresser.
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                The Company

                Cattelan Italia was founded in 1979 by Giorgio and Silvia who share a passion for art and design. He is creative and entrepreneurial, while she, cultured and refined, organises ideas. It is the beginning of a great adventure, both human and professional...

                HISTORY, IDENTITY AND MORE  [image: ]
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					    To have more information on Cattelan Italia products, write directly to :
						info@cattelanitalia.com
						

                

                
                    
                        
                            Cattelan Italia newsletter

                            Stay up to date on Cattelan Italia world

                            Subscribe
                        

                    

                                            
                            Find a store

                            
                                State
Usa


                            

                           
                               Region
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Illinois
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississipi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New hampshire
New jersey
New mexico
New york
North carolina
North dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode island
South carolina
South dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Vermont
Washington
District of columbia
West virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
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                PRIVACY POLICY

                
	Disclosure document made available in accordance with article 13 of D.lgs. (Legislative Decree) 30th June 2003 n. 196 (Code regulating personal data protection) and subsequent modifications introduced by articles 13-14 of the European regulation 2016/679.


Cattelan Italia s.p.a., in the capacity of Controller, would like to make known to its clients that the D.lgs. (Legislative Decree) 196/2003 (Code regulating personal data protection) and subsequent modifications introduced by the European regulation 679/2016 are aimed at the protection of data concerning individuals. In compliance with what is laid down by the above-mentioned Code and the current legislation in the field, the processing of information concerning you will be guided by principles of correctness, lawfulness and transparency, safeguarding your privacy and your rights.
How we treat your personal data:

When creating an account to receive the services of Cattelan Italia or when filling in the contact form, we ask you for some data such as name, surname, and e-mail address. We require this kind of information to provide you with a personalized experience of our services.

If you sign up for the newsletter, the only information you will be asked for is your e-mail address. 
We handle your personal data only for the purposes listed in the current privacy policy and for purposes related to the services you are offered.
Protection:

There is always some risk associated with providing personal information, whether it is made in person, by telephone, via the Internet or by using other technologies. In addition, there is no technology system that can be considered completely safe or hack-proof. Cattelanitalia.com adopts the appropriate precautions to avoid unauthorized access and improper use of your personal data. Cattelanitalia.com also adopts encryption and firewall technologies during the collection of personal data.
Data conservation and accuracy:

We want to maintain our database updated, and regularly delete obsolete and unnecessary personal information. We retain data only for the period of time necessary to satisfy the purpose for which it was collected or for the time provided by the legislation. Information about the conservation period is available in the relevant section below. You can also contact us, using the contact details below.



Therefore, in accordance with article 13 of D.lgs. (Legislative Decree) 196/2003 and of the subsequent modifications introduced by articles 13-14 of the European regulation 2016/679,  we would like to inform you of the following:


	Purposes of personal data processing

The data you provide will be treated for purposes which respond to the contractual requirements and their resulting obligations, as well as to achieve an efficient management of relationships. In particular for:
	Market surveys
	Activities of commercial promotion and information
	Legal fulfilments connected to civil, fiscal and accounting rules.
	Administrative management of the relationship
	Fulfilment of contractual obligations
	Handling of correspondence




	Processing modalities

The processing of your personal data will be carried out with the aid of digital means and/or paper documents, under suitable conditions which ensure integrity, safety and confidentiality, as required by Annex B “Technical disciplinary” and by articles 31-36 of the D.lgs (Legislative Decree) 196/2003, in accordance with article 11 of the same Code.



	Provision of data

In order to fulfil the legal and/or contractual obligations, the provision of data for purposes referred to in point 1) is compulsory. Any refusal of this provision will entail the impossibility of fulfilling the requests and therefore the failed execution of the contract and/or the failed prosecution of the contract. 



	Communication and diffusion

Without prejudice to the notifications made in execution of legal obligations, the provided data may be communicated to third parties (linked societies or third societies) which perform specific assignments on behalf of Cattelan Italia.



	Controller

The Controller is Cattelan Italia s.p.a.. with registered office in via Pilastri 19 – 36010 Carrè (VI), VAT number 00872290242



	Conservation period

Your personal data will be retained and processed throughout the duration of the established relationship and afterwards, in order to carry out our legal obligations.



	Rights of the Interested party

You will always be able to contact the Controller (Cattelan Italia s.p.a., the writing subject) to exercise the rights mentioned by art.7 of the D.lgs. (Legislative Decree) 196/2003, as reported below:



D.lgs. (Legislative Decree) 196/03 - Art. 7. ”Right of access to personal data and other rights:
	The Interested party has the right to obtain confirmation of the existence of data concerning him/her, even if still not registered, and to receive its communication in intelligible form.

	The Interested party has the right to obtain indication of: 
 	the origin of personal data;
	the purposes and modalities of processing;
	the logic applied in case of processing performed with the aid of electronic devices;
	the identification details of the owner, of the people in charge and of the designated representative in accordance with article 5, comma 2;
	the subjects or the categories of subjects to whom the personal data can be communicated to or who can be informed of as designated representative in the State territory, as people in charge or as appointees.



	The Interested party has the right to obtain:
	the update, the rectification, namely the integration of data, if interested;
	the erasure, the conversion in anonymous form or the blocking of data processed in breach of the law, including data whose conservation is not necessary with regard to the purposes for which it was collected and subsequently processed;
	the attestation that the operations mentioned in letters a) and b) have been made known, also with regard to their content, to people in charge to get communicated or released data, unless such fulfilment turns out to be impossible or entails a deployment of means manifestly disproportionate compared to the protected right.



	The Interested party has the right to oppose, in whole or in part:
 	for legitimate reasons, the processing of personal data concerning him/her, although pertaining to the purpose of the collection;
	the processing of personal data concerning him/her for the purpose of sending advertising material or of direct selling, for market surveys or commercial communications.”


 



According to article 13 comma 2 of the European regulation 2016/679 the Interested party has also the right:

	to ask to the Controller the access to personal data, ex art. 15 of the European regulation 2016/679


	of the portability of such data, ex art. 20 of the European regulation 2016/679. Therefore, the Interested party has the right to demand the transmission of the provided data to another Controller (to another service provider) without hindrance from the part of the actual Controller (the writing subject).


	of the rectification of the aforementioned data, ex art. 19 of the same European regulation, respecting the right of self-determination of the Interested party.


	of the erasure of his/her personal data, respecting what is laid down in the field of the “right to be forgotten” (art. 17 European regulation 2016/679) 


	of the limitation of the data processing that concerns him/her, or to oppose its processing (art. 21 European regulation 2016/679) for legitimate reasons or unconditionally when performed with the aim of sending advertising material or of direct selling, or with the aim of making market surveys.


	File a complaint to a supervisory authority






	Consent to the processing

You are recognized as having the faculty of withdrawing the consent to the processing of your personal data by sending a registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt to the following address: Cattelan Italia S.p.A. Via Pilastri n. 19 Carrè (VI) and/or to the certified e-mail address cattelanitalia@legalmail.it accompanied by your ID card, with the following text: “Withdrawal of the consent to the processing of all my personal data”. At the end of such operation, your personal data will be deleted from the archives within the shortest possible time.



If you want any further information about the processing of personal data you supplied, namely to exercise the rights mentioned in point 8) you can send a registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt to the following address: Cattelan Italia S.p.A. Via Pilastri n. 19 Carrè (VI) and/or to the certified e-mail address cattelanitalia@legalmail.it.
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                Privacy Policy update

                
                    Dear Partner,

we inform you that we updated our Privacy Policy in order to improve our service. You can read the full document at this link.


If you wish to keep access to exclusive content in our website we invite you to accept the terms for data processing.


                    
                        
                        I agree with the handling of my personal data in accordance with article 13 of D.lgs. (Legislative Decree) 30th June 2003 n. 196 
                    

                    
                        
                        I agree to the handling of my personal data for marketing purposes
                    

                    Fields marked with * are required.
                    Confirm
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                COOKIES POLICY

                This site uses cookies. By continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies.
What is a cookie?

Cookies are small text files which are sent to the browser and saved on the user’s device (pc, smartphone or tablet) when browsing a website (www.cattelanitalia.com in our case). Cookies allow the site to function efficiently and improve its services, in addition to providing information to the site owner for statistical or advertising purposes, primarily to personalise your navigation experience by remembering your preferences.


From a subjective point of view view cookies can be divided into:
	First-party cookies organized and managed by the site operator
	Third-party cookies organized and managed by third parties based on their own individual privacy policies



From an objective point of view, they are divided into:
	Technical cookies: are used for the sole purpose of “carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network, or as strictly necessary for the provider of an information society service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user to provide this service” (cfr. art. 122, paragraph 1, of the regulation) and they can be subdivided into:
		Session cookies: they ensure the normal surfing the web (if you are a registered user, they will allow you to be recognised and to access the services offered from the dedicated areas).
	Analytics cookies: they are used by the site operator. These cookies are used to prepare statistical analyses on the navigation methods of our website’s users. 
	Functional cookies: These cookies allow, based on your express request, for you to be recognised when you subsequently access the website, so that you do not have to enter your information each time.


	Analytical cookies: are used to collect data in an anonymous and aggregate way. These cookies are used to prepare statistical analyses on the navigation methods of our website’s users. We can distinguish them into:
	First-party analytical cookies: (comparable to technical cookies) In which the fulfilments weigh directly on the site operator (that is the Controller)
	Third-party analytics cookies: comparable to technical cookies but within the limits set by the Competition Authority in “Clarifications” of 5 June 2015. In this case this information is entirely controlled by third party cookies as described in the respective policy. 



	Profiling cookies: they can be both first party or third-party cookies. They allow to collect profiles related to the user and are then used to send advertising messages in line with the favourites shown during the browsing experience.




Does cattelanitalia.com use cookies?

Yes.


Does cattelanitalia.com need cookies to work properly?

Yes.


Why does cattelanitalia.com use cookies?

To grant the best browsing experience in our website.


The cookies we use are divided into three categories:

	Analysis and research: cookies help us analysing the performances of our website. We use the collected data to enhance your browsing experience.
	Advertising: cookies show the most relevant advertising for the user both inside and outside cattelanitalia.com. Moreover, they allow us to see if someone has performed an action in our website after viewing an advertisement. These cookies basically enable us to show advertisements to people who have already visited our website or purchased our products.
	Functionality: if you have registered on our website, with the use of cookies we can customize your browsing experience and show you the most relevant contents. To bring an example, after logging in cattelanitalia.com, you can receive appropriate suggestions on products.




Does cattelanitalia.com use third-party cookies?

Yes, mainly for promotional purposes and analysis. To receive more information on the cookies we use please see the list reported below.

How to disable cookies in our browser?

Many browsers are configured to accept, control or potentially disable cookies through the settings. We nevertheless remind you that disabling navigation or functional cookies may affect the functioning of the website and/or limit the service we offer.

Below is the procedure to follow to manage cookies from the following browsers:


	In case your browser is Google Chrome: 
	On your computer, open Chrome
	In the toolbar click on the menu next to the URL link (button with three vertical dots)

	Click “Settings”
	At the bottom, click “Advanced”
	Under “Privacy and security”, click “Content settings”.
	Click “Cookies”.
	Under “All cookies and site data”, click “Remove all”.
	Confirm by clicking “Clear all”.


For further information: click here

	In case your browser is  Mozilla Firefox:
	Enter Mozilla Firefox
	In the toolbar click on the menu next to the URL link (you can find the button with three horizontal lines)
	From the “Tools” menu, select “Options”
	Click “Privacy” and choose option “History”
	Under  “History Settings”: select “Use custom settings for history”
	To delete cookies disable “Accept cookies from sites”


For further information: click here

	In case your browser is Internet Explorer:
	Enter Internet Explorer
	From the “Tools menu”, select “Privacy”
	Select “Delete” under “Browsing history”
	Check “Cookies” and then click “Delete”


For further information: click here

	In case your browser is Safari:
	Enter Safari
	From the Safari menu, select “Preferences” and click “Privacy”
	Choose one of the following options: decide which cookies are accepted and then next to “Block cookies” select from third parties and advertisers “Always or Never”; to delete all cookies, select “Remove All Website Data” and in the window that appears, select  “Remove Now”; otherwise click “Details”, select the cookie to delete and click “Remove”.


For further information: click here

	In case your browser is Opera:
	Enter Opera
	Select “Settings”
	Click “Preferences”
	Select “Advanced settings”
	Choose “Cookies”
	Select “Never accept cookies”


For further information: click here

	In case your browser in your mobile device is iOS(iPhone, iPad, iPod touch):
	Choose “Settings”
	Select “Safari”
	Select “Advanced settings”
	Select “Website Data”
	And then click “Remove all website data”


This allows the user to delete all cookies, but not the history. Therefore, to delete history also:
	Choose “Settings”
	Select “Safari”
	Select “Clear History and Website data”.


For further information: click here

	How to disable third-party cookies:
	Google services: click here
	Facebook: click here and check the section: “How can you control Facebook use of cookies to show you ads?”






List of cookies installed in this website 

Here below please find the list of all cookies installed in this website. Third party cookies show the link to the privacy policy of their related supplier, where it is possible to find an accurate description of each cookie and its use.


	ci_session (browsing session duration)

Used to maintain a user state during a browser session
	_ga (2 years duration)

This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier.
	_gid (24 hour duration)

This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. Store and update a unique value for each page visited.
	_gat (10 minute duration)

Third-party cookie of Google Universal Analytics, it is used to analyse visits.




Buttons and widget

The icons that link the users to social networks (for example Facebook, Twitter etc.) or some other applications in some cases may allow the installation of third parties cookies on the user’s device.



Source: Google Youtube

Source: Google Maps

Source: Facebook

Source: Instagram

Source: Pinterest

Source: Google+

Source: Twitter
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                COMPANY INFORMATIONS

                CATTELAN ITALIA S.p.A.

									Cod. Fisc.: 00872290242

									Sede legale: VIA PILASTRI 19 - 36010 - CARRE' (VI) 

									R.E.A. n. VI-180807 

									Cap. Soc. i.v.: 703.050,00 Euro
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                CREDITS

                Web PD s.r.l.
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